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1 Introduction 
The Municipality of Meaford is developing its first Transportation Master Plan 
(TMP). The TMP is a strategic long-term plan guiding investment in 
transportation infrastructure and guidance on supporting strategies and policies. 
The TMP is a plan for responding to changing demographics, growing tourist 
and seasonal traffic, aging infrastructure, and increasing demand for safe 
walking, cycling, and recreational travel infrastructure. 

1.1 About This Report 
This report builds on the Existing Conditions report and the Needs and 
Opportunity report that were prepared in earlier stages of the study. In the 
Needs and Opportunities report, the vision and goals for the study were 
established, future conditions were projected and assessed, transportation 
needs and opportunities were outlined, and preliminary solutions and strategies 
were identified. The study process is summarized in Exhibit 1.1. 

Exhibit 1.1: Study Process 

 
 
This report documents the next steps in the TMP study, including: 

• Outlining the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment 
requirements and how the TMP fits into this process. 

• Expanding upon the alternative solutions identified in the Needs 
and Opportunities report. 

• Developing a multi-criteria evaluation framework and assessing 
the alternative solutions.  

• Choosing the preferred alternative solution. 
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2 Municipal Class Environmental 
Assessment Process 

2.1 Overview 
The Environmental Assessment Act, R.S.O. 1990, c. E.18 establishes the basis 
for environmental assessments (EA) undertaken in Ontario. The Act identifies 
two planning and approval processes: Individual EAs and Class EAs.  
The Meaford Transportation Master Plan follows the latter. The Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment (MCEA) process is described in the Municipal 
Engineers Association Municipal Class EA manual. There are five key principles 
of a successful Class EA study: 

• Consulting with affected parties to ensure the planning process is 
a cooperative venture early in the study and throughout.  

• Considering a broad range of alternative planning solutions, 
including a “Do Nothing” alternative as a benchmark to which the 
impacts of other alternatives can be compared. 

• Identifying impacts of each alternative on the natural, social, 
economic, cultural, and built environment. 

• Systematically assessing the alternatives and their relative 
advantages, disadvantages and net environmental impacts. 

• Providing clear and complete documentation and traceable 
decision-making. 

The Class EA approach is undertaken through five phases: Problem or 
opportunity, alternative solutions, alternative design concepts, environmental 
study report and project implementation. 

2.2 Master Plan Approach 
As an alternative to conducting environmental assessments on a project by 
project basis, the Master Plan approach allows for the consideration of a group 
of interrelated projects or interconnected system, such as a community’s 
transportation system. The approach can be integrated with the Class EA 
process such that the Master Plan fulfils, at a minimum, Phases 1 and 2 of the 
MC EA process for the individual projects within the master plan.  
The Meaford TMP will follow the approach that results in the final TMP being 
prepared at the completion of Phases 1 and 2. This process is outlined in Exhibit 
2.1. The Needs and Opportunities report fulfills the requirements of Phase 1, 
outlining Meaford’s transportation needs, issues and opportunities that will be 
addressed by the preferred alternative solution. The requirements of Phase 2 
are fulfilled by this report, which details and assesses the range of alternative 
solutions.  
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Exhibit 2.1: Municipal Class EA Planning Process 

 
 
A key step in the process is consultation with the public and stakeholders. It is 
vital to the study that residents and stakeholders are engaged in the planning 
process throughout the study and given an opportunity to contribute in a 
meaningful way. The Meaford TMP study includes two major points of 
consultation, plus ongoing online engagement that allows members of the public 
to contact the project team at any time throughout the study. The two major 
points of consultation align with the identification of the problem or opportunity 
and the presentation of the draft recommendations corresponding to the 
preferred alternative solution. 

3 Needs and Opportunities 
Fulfilling Phase 1 of the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment Process, 
Meaford’s transportation needs and opportunities were identified in detail in the 
Needs and Opportunities report. These are summarized as follows: 

• Adapting the road network to accommodate growth: 

• Capacity or operational improvements along Sykes St (Highway 
26), St. Vincent St (Grey Road 7), Nelson St (Grey Road 12), 
Pearson St/Ridge Rd 

• Rural road surface upgrades (Side Rd 8, Concession Rd 2) 

• New or upgraded east-west route south of urban Meaford 

• Supporting active transportation as a community health objective: 

• Prioritized sidewalk gap infill construction 

• Sidewalk and sidewalk ramp retrofits to meet AODA standards 

• New pedestrian crossovers along Sykes St and Nelson St 

• Expanded cycling route network 

• Policy support for active transportation 

• Supporting regional transit initiatives: 
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• First and last mile enhancements 

• Improving the rural road network to better support the agricultural 
economy: 

• Rural road surface upgrades 

• Paved shoulder policy 

• Improving management of truck movements: 

• Downtown Meaford bypass route 

• Road classification system and/or truck routes 

• Improving maintenance practices: 

• Adjusted maintenance and upgrade priorities that consider 
economic output as a factor 

• Prioritizing bridge and structure renewal: 

• Consideration of alternative structure types 

• Process to prioritize investment in bridge repair based on risk 

• Addressing speeding concerns: 

• Traffic calming policy and process 

• Traffic calming implementation and/or pedestrian infrastructure 
along Pearson St, Ridge Rd, St. Vincent St, Grandview Dr, 
Lakeshore Rd, Aiken St, Grant Ave, Centre St, Union St, and 
Louisa St 

• Updated policies and guidelines for roadside safety devices, 
community safety zones, one-way streets and speed limits 

• Improving safety at intersections: 

• Traffic safety and/or sight distance reviews at key intersections 
including Sykes St and St. Vincent St, Sykes St and Berry St, 
Sykes St and Coleman St; and Sykes St and Ford St 

• Monitoring emerging transportation technologies: 

• Leverage new technologies for opportunities to lessen car-
dependency 

A review of traffic operations and projected traffic growth identified specific 
needs and issues with the road network. These are presented in Exhibit 3.1 and 
Exhibit 3.2. Additional details can be found in the Needs and Opportunities 
report. 
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Exhibit 3.1: Future Constrained Intersections and Corridors – Urban 
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Exhibit 3.2: Future Constrained Intersections and Corridors – Rural 
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4 Alternative Solution Assessment 
4.1 Evaluation Process 
A step-down process was used to further develop and evaluate the alternative 
solutions. The process began by identifying the “long list” of potential projects 
(based on the Needs and Opportunities report) and by assigning each project to 
one of the alternative solutions. The next steps were to evaluate the alternatives 
and individual projects and identify the preferred solution. The process is 
outlined in Exhibit 4.1 and further detailed below. 

Exhibit 4.1: Alternative Solutions Step-Down Evaluation Process 

 
The process involved the following steps: 

• Long List of Projects: The “long list” was derived from the needs 
and potential strategies outlined in the Needs and Opportunities 
report. Additional potential projects have been added as appropriate. 
The long list represents all of the possible projects that have been 
identified to this point. 

• Alternative Solutions: Three alternative solutions were identified in 
the Needs and Opportunities report and have been carried forward to 
this report to be further developed. Projects from the long list have 
each been assigned to the suitable alternative solutions. This is 
detailed in Section 4.2. The alternative solutions were each evaluated 
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collectively against the criteria (detailed in Section 4.4). This 
evaluation can be found in Section 4.3. In this case, it was 
determined that none of the three alternative solutions sufficiently 
address Meaford’s needs. This required an additional step in order to 
develop the preferred solution. 

• Preferred Solution: To develop the preferred solution, individual 
projects were each assessed against the same criteria. Projects that 
scored above a specific threshold, or were otherwise justifiable, were 
carried forward and will form the “short list” of projects and the 
preferred solution. This is detailed in Section 5. 

• Project Prioritization: The identification of the “short list” of projects 
to carry forward leads to the final step in the TMP process. The list of 
projects will be organized and packaged into actionable items and 
prioritized. Costs and proposed timing will be developed. This step 
occurred following the completion of the steps documented in this 
report. The output of this step forms the draft Transportation Master 
Plan. 

4.2 Alternative Solutions and Long List of Projects 
The following alternative solutions build upon the preliminary solutions identified 
in the Needs and Opportunities report. Additionally, the long list of potential 
projects, policies and studies have been sorted into the three planning solutions. 

Alternative #1: Maintain Existing Infrastructure  
The “maintain” alternative represents minimum-cost planning strategy that 
focuses on maintaining the Municipality’s existing transportation assets in a 
state of good repair and avoids the cost of any new significant infrastructure. 
Minor safety and operational improvements, new policy directions and travel 
demand management measures are included under this planning solution. The 
Maintain solution may include the following: 

• Infrastructure Projects: 
• Convert Berry St to one-way operation between Cook St and 

Sykes St to eliminate conflicts at the Sykes St intersection. 

• Close Coleman St northeast of Sykes St to reduce turning 
conflicts at this location. 

• Retrofit sidewalks and sidewalk ramps to meet AODA 
standards. 

• Policy Initiatives: 
• Adopt an updated structure prioritization system to prioritize 

bridge maintenance and repair. 
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• Adopt a policy that requires commercial developments to 
provide on-site bicycle parking. 

• Adjust maintenance policies to ensure economic output, 
particularly in the rural areas, is being considered. 

• Implement transportation demand management measures 
(programs or initiatives intended to incentivize off-peak travel or 
travel by alternative modes). 

• Adopt a bylaw to restrict agricultural equipment movement to 
daylight hours. 

• Adopt a heavy truck route network. 

• Work with OPP to improve load enforcement. 

• Adopt a road classification system to aid in prioritizing 
maintenance, operations and typical street elements. 

• Adopt updated speed limit guidelines and make changes where 
suitable to increase road user safety. 

• Adopt a policy that requires developers to construct sidewalks 
within the urban area (on new development sites). 

• Adopt guidelines for identifying community safety zones. 

• Further Studies: 
• Speed limit studies with the initial focus on the following 

corridors: Concession Rd A, Ridge Rd/Pearson Rd, Sideroad 
30, St. Vincent-Sydenham Townline, Bayfield St and St. Vincent 
St. Additional locations may be added in the future. 

Alternative #2: Improve the Road Network  
The second alternative focuses transportation investment on growing and 
upgrading the road network. This includes capacity improvements (e.g. widening 
roads or intersection operational improvements) where traffic growth becomes 
an issue and upgrading corridors to handle increased traffic, such as the 
downtown bypass and the new east-west connection in southern Meaford. 
Additional focus would entail upgrading rural roads to a higher standard, paving 
gravel roads and accelerating bridge rehabilitation work. There are no major 
upgrades to cycling, walking or transit-supportive infrastructure under this 
scenario. The Road Network scenario may include the following: 

• Infrastructure Projects: 
• Capacity improvements along Highway 26/Sykes St, Nelson St 

(Grey Road 12) and St. Vincent St (Grey Road 7). 
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• Corridor upgrades along Side Road 8/Concession Road 12 N, 
and an upgraded east-west connection along existing Side 
Road 4 and Side Road 10/Gerald Shortt Pkwy). 

• Corridor upgrades on selected goods movement/truck route 
corridors. 

• New or upgraded road built as a truck bypass for downtown 
Meaford. 

• Conversion of Miller St to one-way operation or cul-de-sac east 
of Grey County Road 12. 

• Traffic calming applications where speeding concerns have 
been identified. Initial locations include along the Pearson 
St/Ridge Rd corridor, the Grandview Dr/Lakeshore Rd corridor, 
Miller St, St. Vincent St, Aiken St, Grant Ave and the Centre 
St/Union St/Louisa St area. 

• Policy Initiatives: 
• Adopt a paved shoulder policy to account for the movement of 

oversized agricultural equipment. 

• Adopt updated guidelines for installing roadside safety devices. 

• Adopt traffic calming policy and process to guide the installation 
of traffic calming elements. 

• Further Studies: 
• Core area traffic study focused on intersection safety and 

operations and potential road corridor adjustments (i.e. to one-
way operation). 

• Corridor assessment along the Pearson St/Ridge Rd corridor. 

• Downtown parking study. 

• Intersection operations/safety/traffic signal warrant studies at 
Pearson St & Nelson St, Sykes St & Boucher St, Sykes St & 
Coleman St, Sykes St & Edwin St/Margaret St, Sykes St & Ivan 
St and Edwin St & Victoria Cr. 

• Feasibility assessment of a roundabout at the intersection of St. 
Vincent St, Sykes St & McKibbon Dr. 

• Sight distance reviews at Sideroad 22 & Concession Rd 6, 
Sykes St & Berry St, Sykes St & Ford Ave intersections and the 
Sunny Valley Rd corridor. 

• Corridor safety review of Centreville Rd and Concession Rd 6. 
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Alternative #3: Invest in Active Transportation 
The third alternative focuses on growing active transportation usage through 
infrastructure investment and travel demand management policies. This includes 
constructing on-street cycling facilities in the urban area, paved shoulders in the 
rural area and expanding the off-street trail network. Completing the sidewalk 
network in the urban area is also a key feature of this alternative solution. 
Improvements that support transit are also included in this scenario. No road 
network expansion or upgrading occurs under this scenario. The Active 
Transportation scenario may include the following: 

• Infrastructure Projects: 
• Cycling network projects (locations to be determined). 

• Sidewalk infill projects (locations, priority to be determined). 

• Pedestrian crossovers at Nelson St & Noble St, Nelson St & 
Thompson St, Sykes St & Bayfield St, Sykes St & Boucher St, 
Sykes St & Coleman St, Sykes St & Grandview Dr, Sykes St & 
Parker St, Sykes St & Ridge Rd. 

• New bicycle parking at key locations. 

• Electric vehicle charging stations. 

• Policy Initiatives: 
• Paved shoulder policy for rural cycling routes. 

• Sidewalk policy requiring sidewalks on at least one side of all 
streets in urban Meaford. 

• Prioritizing first and last-mile support (e.g. sidewalk connections 
to transit stops, parking areas, bicycle parking, etc.). 

• Further Studies: 
• Municipality-wide safety study and ongoing safety monitoring 

program. 

• Monitoring of ongoing AV studies for feasibility of AV-technology 
being suitable for Meaford Moves+. 

• Feasibility study for on demand transit service in conjunction 
with Grey County. 

4.3 Evaluation Framework 
The evaluation criteria are derived from the study’s vision, goals and directions, 
which have been shaped through the public and stakeholder consultation 
process. Each criterion will be evaluated on a three-point scale (low, medium, 
high) which scores to the degree in which the alternative solution aligns each 
criterion. The evaluation criteria are: 
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• Contributes to creating a more multi-modal transportation 
system: A major component of the vision and goals is to transition 
the Municipality to a more multi-modal approach. Solutions that 
propose providing increased support for walking, cycling and transit 
will be scored more favourably. 

• Represents a fiscally-responsible management of transportation 
infrastructure: Solutions that propose making better use of existing 
infrastructure, moving people more efficiently and addressing capital 
and maintenance needs as thoroughly as possible within a limited 
funding envelope will be scored more favourably. 

• Enables efficient movement of goods and agricultural 
equipment: Solutions that improve the efficiency of goods movement 
and support the agricultural industry will score more favourably. 

• Improves socio-economic and environmental outcomes: 
Solutions that have the potential to improve community wellbeing and 
health and economic prosperity and tourism, while minimizing 
negative impacts to the natural environment and supporting climate 
change mitigation and environmental sustainability will be scored 
more favourably. 

4.4 Evaluation of Alternatives 
Observations on the four alternative planning solutions are noted below: 

• Alternative #1 (Maintain): Though this alternative represents the 
least financial investment, it does not address the community’s needs 
as Meaford grows and its demography and economy shift. The 
“Maintain” alternative does not help Meaford move towards a more 
multi-modal transportation system, does not help support economic 
development and tourism and does not improve socio-economic or 
environmental outcomes. It should be noted, however, that foregoing 
the construction of new roads does create a net positive in terms of 
overall environmental impacts relative to alternatives where road 
expansion is favoured.  

• Alternative #2 (Road Network): The roads and bridges alternative 
focus investment on the road network only, thus does not contribute 
to creating a more multi-modal transportation system. This alternative 
does, however, broadly address the needs of the rural community 
and agricultural industry through improved road access. However, 
expanding and upgrading the road network comes at significant 
financial and environmental costs, both upfront and on going, and 
does not represent a responsible or sustainable approach on either 
front.  
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• Alternative #3 (Active Transportation): Focusing all capital 
expansion on active transportation and transit-supportive 
improvements typically provides a more financially and 
environmentally sustainable approach, however it does not account 
for the important needs of rural communities or the agricultural 
industry. Most travel within and through Meaford today occurs in 
vehicles and will for the foreseeable future and this alternative does 
not help address the needs of those travelers. Improved active 
transportation does, however, have the potential to absorb some of 
the travel demand growth in the urban areas, and transit can fill a role 
connecting to neighbouring communities.  

Each alternative scenario has been evaluated against the criteria defined in 
Section 4.3. The evaluation is detailed in Exhibit 4.2. A score of “High” 
represents a high degree of alignment with the stated criterion, while a score of 
“Low” represents little or no alignment. 
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Exhibit 4.2: Alternative Solution Evaluation 

Criteria 
Alternative #1: 
Maintain 

Alternative #2: 
Improve Roads 

Alternative #3: 
Active Transportation 

Contributes to 
creating a more 
multi-modal 
transportation 
system 

Low: Does nothing to 
improve the status quo 
of the auto-focused 
transportation system. 

Low: Increases overall 
road capacity and 
connectivity but does 
not improve mobility 
for any other modes. 

High: Focuses 
investment on walking 
and cycling, increasing 
mobility options for 
residents and visitors. 

Represents a 
fiscally-
responsible 
management of 
transportation 
infrastructure 

High: Focuses on 
maintaining and 
optimizing existing 
assets rather than new 
construction. 

Low: Road expansion 
projects are expensive 
and do not typically 
represent high return 
investments. 

Medium: AT projects 
are typically lower cost 
investments and can 
provide a high return. 
The alternative ignores 
road maintenance 
issues, however. 

Enables efficient 
movement of 
goods and 
agricultural 
equipment 

Medium: Improved 
maintenance practices 
may improve the 
efficiency of goods 
movement. 

High: Improves 
conditions for goods 
movement and 
agricultural equipment 
as these 
predominantly happen 
on Meaford’s roads. 

Low: Does nothing to 
improve status quo for 
goods movement or 
the agricultural 
industry. 

Improves socio-
economic and 
environmental 
outcomes 

Low: Does nothing to 
improve status quo in 
terms of economic 
development, tourism 
or environmental 
impacts. 

Medium: An improved 
road network may 
incentivize economic 
development however 
it is likely to worsen 
environmental 
outcomes. 

High: Investments in 
AT can produce 
improved health and 
environmental 
outcomes and 
increase tourism 
appeal. 

Overall:  Medium  Medium Medium 
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5 Preferred Solution 
Upon review of the alternative planning solutions, it becomes apparent that 
neither merely maintaining the existing infrastructure as is, nor a singular focus 
on roads or alternative transportation modes provides an adequate solution for 
Meaford. All three solutions score “Low” for at least one criterion and all 
solutions average a “Medium” score overall. In order to develop a plan that 
meets Meaford’s objectives, an additional alternative will need to be considered 
that combines the best aspects of each of the discrete alternatives above.  

5.1 Project Evaluation 
In order to create this alternative, projects, policies and strategies were each 
evaluated for how well they met the evaluation criteria individually. The outcome 
of this process allowed for the fourth, combined alternative solution to be 
comprised of the highest scoring projects of from each of the other three 
alternatives. Individual infrastructure projects, proposed policies and further 
studies were evaluated against the same criteria as the combined alternatives. 
Generally, if a project averaged a score of medium or higher, it was carried 
forward as part of the preferred solution. Further details, including scoring and 
rationale for carrying-forward or not carrying-forward, are presented in 
Appendix A. 

5.2 Combined Approach 
An approach constructed from the best aspects of each of the alternative 
provides the best course toward meeting the Municipality’s and the TMP’s 
objectives. Targeted investment across all modes of infrastructure where they 
address specific needs more effectively can be the only possible solution for a 
community with needs as diverse as Meaford. In the rural areas, road expansion 
and upgrades can help improve conditions for residents and the agricultural 
industry, while active transportation improvements focusing on walking in urban 
Meaford and connections to recreation trails can help meet demand for 
alternative modes. The preferred solution represents a shift towards a more 
multi-modal future while recognizing that the road network is the most important 
transportation asset in Meaford and will be for the foreseeable future. It balances 
the needs for economic growth, residential growth and tourism with respect for 
the cultural and natural environments in Meaford. The combined approach has 
been evaluated against the same criteria as the three initial alternatives. The 
preferred solution scores highly in each criterion as shown in Exhibit 5.1, 
comparing the combined approach to the alternatives. 
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Exhibit 5.1: Preferred Solution Evaluation 

Criteria 
Alt #1: 
Maintain 

Alt #2: 
Roads 

Alt #3: 
AT 

Alternative #4: 
Combined Approach 

Contributes to creating a 
more multi-modal 
transportation system 

Low Low High High: Addresses needs of 
all modes – strategic road 
improvements, sidewalk 
expansion and supporting 
strategies. 

Represents a fiscally-
responsible management 
of transportation 
infrastructure 

High Low Medium High: Focuses investment 
where it is most needed for 
all modes and where the 
biggest benefits are 
achievable. 

Enables efficient 
movement of goods and 
agricultural equipment 

Medium High Low High: Targets strategic 
corridors for upgrades in the 
rural area based on 
agricultural and goods 
movement needs. 

Improves socio-economic 
and environmental 
outcomes 

Low Medium High High: Strategic investments 
aim to support tourism, 
economic development and 
mitigate environmental risks. 

Overall:  Medium  Medium Medium High 
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6 Summary and Next Steps 
This report outlines the alignment of this study with the Municipal Class 
Environmental Assessment process and Master Plan approach, through the 
definition of the problem or opportunity statement, the development of 
alternative planning solutions, the application of transparent and systematic 
evaluation framework and the identification of the preferred alternative. Key 
takeaways from this report include the following: 

• The TMP is following the Municipal Class Environmental Assessment 
process (Master Plan approach); 

• A step-down process has been followed in order to refine the long list 
of projects and alternative planning solutions; 

• The initial three alternative solutions (maintain existing, improve 
roads, invest in active transportation) were collectively evaluated and 
deemed to not address the study’s objectives and Meaford’s needs 
sufficiently; 

• A fourth alternative solution (combined approach) was created of the 
most important by evaluating each project and strategy in the long list 
individually against the same criteria; and 

• The fourth alternative scored significantly better than the initial three 
and has been identified as the preferred solution. 

The preferred planning solution for the Meaford Transportation Master Plan 
provides an appropriate balance between the needs of the rural area road users, 
including the agricultural industry, with the desire to develop a more multi-modal 
transportation system throughout Meaford, while addressing both fiscal and 
environmental sustainability. 
The next step in the TMP study is to further organize the recommended projects 
and strategies. Projects will be organized will be based on costs and 
affordability, prioritization by relative need, and ease of implementation. At this 
stage, projects will be organized and grouped into actionable recommendations. 
These recommendations will form the basis of the draft Transportation Master 
Plan. Draft recommendations will be presented to members of the public and 
stakeholders during the second round of consultation to solicit feedback that will 
feed into the finalized recommendations. 
Once recommendations are finalized the draft Transportation Master Plan 
document will be prepared. As required by the Municipal Class Environmental 
Assessment process, the draft TMP will enter a public review and comment 
period of no less than thirty days before being finalized and presented to 
Meaford Council for final approval. 
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Exhibit A.1: Projects and Strategies Carried Forward 

ID Project Category Alt. Solution Rationale 

Contributes to 
creating a more 
multi-modal 
transportation 
system 

Represents a 
fiscally-responsible 
management of 
transportation 
infrastructure 

Enables efficient 
movement of goods 
and agricultural 
equipment 

Improves socio-
economic and 
environmental 
outcomes Overall 

1 Berry St one-way 
conversion 

Infrastructure 1. Maintain To be reviewed as part of core area 
traffic assessment. 

Medium High Medium Low Medium 

2 Centre St/Union 
St/Louisa St 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Addresses safety concerns. High High Low Medium Medium 

4 Coleman St closure Infrastructure 1. Maintain Addresses safety issues. Medium High Medium Low Medium 
5 East-west connection 

(Side Road 4 and 
Gerarld Shortt Pkwy) 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Adoption of collector road system 
provides rationale to upgrade new 
east-west corridor. 

Medium Low High Medium Medium 

6 EV charging station(s) Infrastructure 3. Alternative EVs becoming more prominent; 
contributes to climate 
change/sustainability objectives, 
tourism. 

Medium High Low Medium Medium 

7 Miller St Infrastructure 2. Roads Measures to be refined (see project 
#8). 

High High Low Medium Medium 

8 Miller St one-way 
conversion or cul-de-
sac 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Further study needed. May be 
required to add sidewalks, improve 
safety (see project #7). 

High High Medium Low Medium 

9 Nelson St (CR-12) & 
Noble St 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Provides safe pedestrian access 
across busy county road and to 
hospital from high growth area. 

High High Low High High 

10 Nelson St (CR-12) & 
Thompson St 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Provides safe pedestrian access 
across busy county road, connects 
to community centre, church and 
hospital. 

High High Low High High 

11 New bicycle parking Infrastructure 3. Alternative Encourages cycling and economic 
activity. 

High High Low High High 

12 Pearson St/Ridge Rd Infrastructure 2. Roads Addresses safety concerns (see 
projects #19, #38, #46). 

High High Low Medium Medium 

13 Side Road 8 and 
Concession Rd 2 N 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Identified as collector road, upgrade 
to collector standards. 

Low Medium High Medium Medium 

15 Sykes St & Boucher 
St 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Provides safe crossing of 
Connecting Link; commercial area; 
connection to church. May warrant 
full signalization (see project #42). 

High High Low High High 

16 Sykes St & Coleman 
St 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Provides safe crossing of 
Connecting Link; access to 
commercial businesses. May 

High High Low High High 
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equipment 

Improves socio-
economic and 
environmental 
outcomes Overall 

warrant full signalization (see 
project #43). 

17 Sykes St & 
Grandview Dr 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Provides safe crossing of 
Connecting Link. 

High High Low High High 

18 Sykes St & Parker St Infrastructure 3. Alternative Crossover at Bayfield St or Parker 
St (see project #18) needed. 

High High Low High High 

19 Sykes St & Ridge Rd Infrastructure 3. Alternative Pedestrian crossing needed as area 
grows on both sides of Sykes St. 
May warrant full signalization (see 
project #46). 

High High Low High High 

21 Sidewalk Infill 
Program 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Core set of projects to support 
active transportation (walking), 
safety, and contributes to multi-
modal system. 

High High Low High High 

22 Cycling Network 
Projects 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Core set of projects to support 
active transportation (cycling), 
safety and tourism. 

High Medium Low High Medium 

71 Grandview 
Dr/Lakeshore Rd 
corridor 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Addresses safety concerns  High High Low Medium Medium 

72 St. Vincent St Infrastructure 2. Roads Addresses safety concerns  High High Low Medium Medium 
73 Aiken St/Grant Ave 

corridor 
Infrastructure 2. Roads Addresses safety concerns  High High Low Medium Medium 

76 Sidewalk 
retrofit/reconstruction 

Infrastructure 1. Maintain Addresses safety concerns and 
supports fully accessible mobility. 

High High Low High High 

23 First and last mile 
support for Grey 
Transit stops 

Policy 3. Alternative Supports sustainable transportation. High High Low High High 

52 Heavy truck routes Policy 1. Maintain Truck routing to be addressed 
through designation of collector 
roads, county and provincial roads 
as truck routes (see project #61). 

Medium High High Medium High 

54 Paved shoulder policy Policy 3. Alternative Supports cycling and sustainable 
travel. 

High High High High High 

55 Cycling parking policy Policy 1. Maintain Supports sustainable transportation 
and shift to more multi-modal 
system. 

High High Low High High 
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56 Paved shoulder policy Policy 2. Roads Supports efficient, safe movement 
of agricultural equipment. 

High Medium High Medium High 

57 New development 
sidewalk policy 

Policy 1. Maintain Supports sustainable transportation 
and shift to more multi-modal 
system. 

High High Low High High 

58 Sidewalk policy Policy 3. Alternative Provides direction for sidewalk infill 
program (see project #21) and 
required for new development 
sidewalk policy (see project #57). 

High High Low High High 

59 Economic output 
warrant changes 

Policy 1. Maintain Supports agricultural industry. Low High High Medium Medium 

60 Community safety 
zone guidelines 

Policy 1. Maintain Improves road safety. High High Low High High 

61 Road classification 
system 

Policy 1. Maintain Guides infrastructure upgrades and 
operations and maintenance 
activities. Interdependent with 
numerous recommended projects. 

Medium High High Medium High 

64 Load enforcement Policy 1. Maintain Addresses rural road safety issues 
and efficient goods movement. 

Low High Medium Medium Medium 

65 Traffic calming policy Policy 2. Roads Provides transparent process and 
warrants for traffic calming, allowing 
safety issues to be addressed. 

High High Low High High 

68 Travel demand 
management 

Policy 1. Maintain Supports multi-modal infrastructure 
investments and sustainable 
transportation. 

High High Medium High High 

30 On-demand transit 
service 

Further study 3. Alternative Supports increased multi-modality 
and sustainable transportation. 

High Low Low High Medium 

31 Meaford Moves+ AV 
feasibility 

Further study 3. Alternative Supports increased multi-modality 
and sustainable transportation. 

High Low Low High Medium 

33 Core area traffic 
operations study 

Further study 2. Roads Core area issues should be 
reviewed collectively. 

Low High High Medium Medium 

34 Downtown parking 
study 

Further study 2. Roads Provides clearer picture of supply 
and demand needs over time. 

Low High Low High Medium 

35 Concession Rd 6 
corridor 

Further study 2. Roads Addresses safety concerns. Low Medium High Medium Medium 

36 Pearson St & Nelson 
St W 

Further study 2. Roads Addresses safety and operational 
issues. 

High Medium Medium Medium Medium 
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37 Concession Rd A 
corridor 

Further study 1. Maintain Addresses safety concerns. Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

38 Ridge Rd/Pearson St 
corridor 

Further study 1. Maintain Addresses safety concerns (see 
projects #12, #19, #46)  

Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

39 Sideroad 30 corridor Further study 1. Maintain Addresses safety concerns. Medium High Medium Medium Medium 
40 St. Vincent – 

Sydenham Townline 
corridor  

Further study 1. Maintain Addresses safety concerns. Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

41 St. Vincent St corridor Further study 1. Maintain Addresses safety concerns. Medium High Medium Medium Medium 
42 Sykes St & Boucher 

St 
Further study 2. Roads Addresses operational issues and 

safe pedestrian crossing (see 
project #15). 

Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

43 Sykes St & Coleman 
St 

Further study 2. Roads Addresses operational issues and 
safe pedestrian crossing (see 
project #16). 

Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

44 Sykes St & Edwin St / 
Margaret St 

Further study 2. Roads Addresses operational and safety 
issues. 

Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

45 Sykes St & Ivan St Further study 2. Roads Addresses operational and safety 
issues. 

Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

46 Pearson St/Ridge Rd Further study 2. Roads Addresses safety and operational 
concerns (see projects #12, #19, 
#38). 

Low High Medium Medium Medium 

47 Sideroad 22 & 
Concession Rd 6 

Further study 2. Roads Addresses operational and safety 
issues. 

Low Medium High Medium Medium 

48 Sykes St & St. 
Vincent St & 
McKibbon Dr 

Further study 2. Roads Addresses safety and operational 
concerns. 

Medium High Medium Medium Medium 

49 Sunny Valley Rd 
corridor 

Further study 2. Roads Addresses operational and safety 
issues. 

Low Medium High Medium Medium 

50 Sykes St & Berry St Further study 2. Roads To be combined with core area 
traffic assessment (see project #33). 

Low Medium High Medium Medium 

51 Sykes St & Ford Ave Further study 2. Roads To be combined with core area 
traffic assessment (see project #33). 

Low Medium High Medium Medium 

70 Safety monitoring 
program 

Further study 3. Alternative Provides lower cost alternative to 
municipality-wide safety study. 

High High High High High 

74 Edwin St/Victoria Cr Further study 2. Roads Addresses operational and safety 
issues. 

Medium High Medium Low Medium 

75 Bayfield St Further study 1. Maintain Addresses safety concerns. High High Low Medium Medium 
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Exhibit A.2: Projects and Strategies Not Carried Forward 

ID Project Category Alt. Solution Rationale 

Contributes to 
creating a more 
multi-modal 
transportation 
system 

Represents a 
fiscally-responsible 
management of 
transportation 
infrastructure 

Enables efficient 
movement of goods 
and agricultural 
equipment 

Improves socio-
economic and 
environmental 
outcomes Overall 

3 Centreville Rd 
corridor 

Further study 2. Roads Scores low; benefits minimal. Low Medium Medium Medium Low 

14 Sykes St & Bayfield 
St 

Infrastructure 3. Alternative Meaford confirmed Parker 
crossover is being planned (see 
project #18). 

High High Low High High 

24 Truck route upgrades Infrastructure 2. Roads Corridor upgrades identified 
independently. 

Low Low High Medium Low 

25 Truck bypass route Infrastructure 2. Roads High cost; environmentally-
challenging. Truck traffic can be 
mitigated through other measures. 

Low Low High Medium Low 

26 Highway 26 / Sykes 
St 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Traffic concerns can be mitigated 
through alternative measures. 

Low Low High Low Low 

27 Nelson St / Miller St 
(Grey Road 12) 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Traffic concerns can be mitigated 
through alternative measures. 

Low Low High Low Low 

28 St. Vincent St (Grey 
Road 7) 

Infrastructure 2. Roads Traffic concerns can be mitigated 
through alternative measures. 

Low Low High Low Low 

29 Municipality-wide 
safety study 

Further study 3. Alternative Municipality-wide study not 
required. Targeted safety 
improvements have been included 
in other projects. 

Medium High Medium High High 

53 Load restriction/truck 
restriction bylaw 

Policy 1. Maintain Does not address identified needs 
of agricultural industry. 

Medium High Low Low Low 

62 Equipment movement 
bylaw 

Policy 1. Maintain Does not address identified needs 
of agricultural industry. 

Medium High Low Low Low 

63 Structure priority 
number 

Policy 1. Maintain Approach similar to existing 
process. 

Low High Medium Low Low 

66 Speed limit guidelines Policy 1. Maintain New policy not required. Follow 
existing guidelines (i.e. TAC). 

Medium Low Low High Low 
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